Mean-variance portfolios constructed using the sample mean and covariance matrix of asset returns perform poorly out-of-sample due to estimation error. Recently, there are two approaches designed to reduce the effect of estimation error: robust statistics and robust optimization. Two different robust portfolios were examined by assessing the outof-sample performance and the stability of optimal portfolio compositions. The performance of the proposed robust portfolios was compared to classical portfolios via expected return, risk, and Sharpe Ratio. The aim is to shed light on the debate concerning the importance of the estimation error and weights stability in the portfolio allocation problem, and the potential benefits coming from robust strategies in comparison to classical portfolios.
Introduction
The portfolio optimization approach proposed by Markowitz (1952) undoubtedly is one of the most important models in financial portfolio selection. This model is based upon the fundamental trade-off between expected return and risk, measured by the mean and standard deviation of return respectively. Therefore, Markowitz's model is called the mean-variance portfolio since this technique is highly reliant upon the value of a set of inputs, i.e. the mean vector μ and covariance matrix Σ. The goal of the portfolio allocation problem is to find weights w which represent the percentage of capital to be invested in each asset.
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To compute the mean-variance portfolios, the mean vector μ and covariance matrix Σ need to be estimated and both inputs are obtained from historical data. These estimators plug into an analytical or numerical solution to the investor's optimization problem. This leads to an important drawback in the mean-variance approach: the estimation error.
The fact that mean-variance "optimal" portfolios are sensitive to small changes in input data is well documented in the literature. Chopra and Ziemba (1993) showed that even slight changes to the estimates of expected return or risk can produce vastly different mean-variance optimized portfolios. Best and Grauer (1991) analyzed the sensitivity of optimal portfolios to changes in expected return estimates. Broadie (1993) , meanwhile, showed how the estimated efficient frontier overestimates the expected returns of portfolios for various levels of estimation errors. Because of the ill effects of estimation errors on optimal portfolios, portfolio optimization has been called "error maximization" (see Michaud, 1989) .
There are two standard methods extensively adopted in the literature to combat the impact of estimation error on portfolio selection. The first method is robust estimation, which can be quite robust to distributional assumptions. The introduction of robust estimation to portfolio optimization is relatively recent compared to the Markowitz foundational paper. Nevertheless, the subject has become very active in the last decade, as seen in the works of Lauprête (2001) , Lauprete, Samarov, and Welsch (2002) , Mendes and Leal (2003) , Perret-Gentil and Victoria-Feser (2004) , Welsch and Zhou (2007) , and DeMiguel and Nogales (2009) . The main difference among these approaches is in the term of the type of robust estimator used. Lauprête (2001) and Lauprete et al. (2002) used the least absolute deviation Huber estimator and trimean estimator, Mendes and Leal (2003) used the M-estimator, Perret-Gentil and Victoria-Feser (2004) used the Sestimator, Welsch and Zhou (2007) used the minimum covariance determinant estimator and Winsorization, and DeMiguel and Nogales (2009) used the Mestimator and the S-estimator. In their investigations, the portfolios constructed using a robust estimator outperformed those created using traditional meanvariance portfolio in the majority of cases.
The second method to deal with the estimation error is robust optimization. Robust portfolio optimization is a fundamentally different way of handling estimation error in the portfolio construction process. Unlike the previouslymentioned approaches, robust optimization considers the estimation error directly in the optimization problem itself. Introduced by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (2002) for robust truss topology design, robust optimization is an emerging branch in the field of optimization in which the solutions for optimization problems are obtained from uncertain parameters. The uncertainty is described using an uncertainty set which includes all, or most, possible realizations of the uncertain input parameters (see Pachamanova, Kolm, Fabozzi, & Focardi, 2007) . The true mean and covariance matrix of asset returns lie in a fixed range. A robust portfolio, the one that optimizes the worst-case performance concerning with all possible values the mean vector and covariance matrix. The worst-case for robust optimization probably happened in the uncertainty sets (see, for example, Goldfarb & Iyengar, 2003; Tütüncü & Koenig, 2004; Engels, 2004; Garlappi, Uppal, & Wang, 2007; Lu, 2011) .
The aim of this study is to shed light on the recent debate regarding the importance of the estimation error and weights' stability in the portfolio allocation problem and the potential benefits coming from robust portfolios in comparison to classical techniques. Here, two different robust portfolios have been investigated. The first portfolio was obtained by robust estimator to the mean-variance portfolio towards the S-estimators, constrained M-estimators, Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD), and Minimum Volume Ellipsoid (MVE). The second one was obtained by robust optimization to the sample mean-variance portfolio where the formulation and the algorithm used in this paper were based on those developed by Tütüncü and Koenig (2004) . We empirically compared two versions of robust asset allocation through the out-of-sample performance of those portfolio allocation approaches corresponding to the methodology of rolling horizon as proposed in DeMiguel and Nogales (2009).
The Mean-Variance Portfolio (Classical Portfolio)
It is assumed that the random vector r = (r 1 , r 2 ,…, r N )' denotes random returns of the N risky assets with mean vector μ and covariance matrix Σ. A portfolio is defined to be a list of weights w i for the assets i = 1,…, that represent the amount of capital to be invested in each asset. We assumed that
For a given portfolio w, the expected return and variance were respectively given by: E(w'r) = w'μ and Var(w'r) = w T Σw. Then, the classical mean-variance AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF ROBUST PORTFOLIO 592 portfolio models of Markowitz were formulated mathematically as the optimization problem:
where μ ∈ ℜ N is the vector of expected return, Σ ∈ ℜ N × N is the covariance matrix of return, where ℜ N × N denotes the set of all N × N positive definite symmetric matrices, and w ∈ ℜ N is the vector of portfolio weight. The restriction w ≥ 0 means that short-selling is not allowed. The parameter γ can be interpreted as a risk aversion, since it takes into account the trade-off between risk and return of the portfolios. The main criticisms against the Markowitz models centers on the observation that the optimal portfolios generated by this approach are often quite sensitive to the input parameters μ and Σ. To make matters worse, these parameters can never be observed, and one has to settle for estimates found using some particular techniques.
Robust Portfolio Estimation
In this section, the class of portfolio policies based on the robust estimators is proposed where portfolio optimization and robust estimation are performed in two steps. It began by computing the robust estimators of the mean vector and covariance matrix of asset returns and followed by computing the portfolio policies by solving the classical minimum-variance problem (1), but replacing the sample mean and covariance matrix by their robust counterparts.
One of the most popular classes of robust estimators is affine equivariant robust estimators (see Maronna, Martin, & Yohai, 2007) . Let There are many different robust estimators for the mean and covariance in this class, such as S-estimators (Rousseeuw & Yohai, 1984) , MVE and MCD proposed by Rousseeuw (1984) , as well as CM-estimators (Kent & Tyler, 1996) .
S-Estimators
S-estimators were first introduced (in the context of regression) by Rousseeuw and Yohai (1984) . Later, they were applied to the multivariate scale and location estimation problem (Davies, 1992 
where ρ denotes the loss function and b 0 satisfies 0 < b 0 < a 0 = sup{ρ}. As stated by Alqallaf (2003) , it is natural to choose
Let r be a data set in ℜ N and c 0 = b 0 /sup ρ. If c 0 ≤ (n -N)/2n, where n ≥ N + 1, then the breakdown point ε * = ⌈nc 0 ⌉/n, where ⌈k⌉ denotes the nearest integer greater than or equal to k. The breakdown point for S-estimators is 
CM-Estimators
As stated by Kent and Tyler (1996) , the CM-estimator is defined via the minimization of an objective function subject to some constraints. For the data set 
, ρ denotes the loss function, and ε ∈ (0, 1) refers to the breakdown point. Kent and Tyler (1996) showed that the breakdown point of the CM-estimate for data r in general is Rousseeuw (1984) introduced a highly robust estimator, the MVE estimator, (μ, Σ) where μ was taken to be the center of the minimum volume ellipsoid covering at least half of the observations, and Σ was an N by N matrix representing the shape of the ellipsoid.
This approach attempted to seek the ellipsoid with the smallest volume covering h data points where n/2 ≤ h ≤ n. Formally, the estimate is defined as these μ, Σ that minimized |Σ| subject to
The constant c is chosen as 2 ,0.5 N  and # denotes the cardinality. Portfolios based on MVE estimators were used by Kaszuba (2013) . Let r be a data set in ℜ N with N ≥ 2, and let n ≥ N + 1; then the breakdown point of MVE is   * 12 nN n     
Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) Estimators
The MCD estimators are highly robust estimators of multivariate location and scatter introduced by Rousseeuw (1984) . Given an n × N data matrix r = (r 1 , r 2 ,…, r n )' with r i = (r i1 , r i2 ,…, r iN )', it is focused on finding h (with ⌊(n + N + 1)/2⌋ ≤ h ≤ n) observations whose classical covariance matrix has the lowest possible determinant. Then, the MCD estimator of location is the average of these h points, whereas the MCD estimator of scatter is their covariance matrix.
In 1999, Rousseeuw and Van Diressen constructed a very fast algorithm to calculate the MCD estimator. The new algorithm was called Fast-MCD based on the C-step. The Fast-MCD algorithm is defined as follows:
Algorithm 1. The Fast-MCD (Rousseeuw & Van Diressen, 1999) 1. Set an initial h-subset H 1 , that is, beginning with a random (N + 1)-subset J.
Compute
, random observations are added to J until 0 0  Σ .
3. Apply the C-step to the initial h-subset H 1 , and obtain the   11 , μΣ . If 0 0  Σ or 01 ΣΣ , stop; otherwise, running another C-step produces 2 Σ , and so on, until convergence is reached.
If the data are sampled from a continuous distribution, then these estimators have the breakdown point
Portfolios based on MCD estimators were investigated by Zhou (2006), Welsch and Zhou (2007) , and, in a modified version, by Mendes and Leal (2005) .
S-estimators, CM-estimators, MVE, and MCD are used to construct robust portfolio mean-variance. A two-step approach to robust portfolio estimation is proposed. First, compute a robust estimate of the mean vector and covariance matrix of asset returns. Second, solve the classical mean-variance problem (1), but replacing the sample mean and covariance matrix by their robust counterparts. Thus, given the robust estimators, the robust portfolio estimation can be found by solving the following optimization problem:
Robust Portfolio Optimization
Robust optimization has been developed to solve any problems related to the uncertainty in the decision environment and, therefore, sometimes it is referred to uncertain optimization (Ben-Tal & Nemirovski, 2002) . Robust models have been adapted in portfolio optimization to resolve the sensitivity issue of the meanvariance portfolio to its inputs. Robust portfolio optimization is to represent all available information about the unknown input parameters in the form of an uncertainty set that contains most of the possible values for these parameters. Tütüncü and Koenig (2004) proposed a bootstrap method to determine the uncertainty sets. This method attempted to capture the uncertainty regarding the parameters µ and Σ in their uncertainty sets μ and Σ by carrying out the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2. The construction of μ and Σ using a block bootstrap method 1. Choose the block length (l). In our experiment, we used the nonoverlapping block. Divide the data into n/l blocks in which block 1 became {r 1 , r 2 ,…, r l } and block 2 became {r l + 1 , r l + 2 ,…, r 2l }, ..., etc. 
Given the uncertainty sets of mean vector (7) and covariance matrix (8), then robust optimization (Rob.Opt) can be defined as follows:
Empirical Study
Data used in this study were collected from the Jakarta Stocks Exchange (JSE) consisting of 20 companies categorized as the blue chip. A blue chip is a stock in "a nationally recognized, well-established and financially sound company." ("Blue Chip", n.d.). Table 1 presents the list of companies. The time series data span was from 04/02/2008 to 29/12/2014 with a total of 360 weekly returns. The first 260 observations (02/01/2008 to 07/01/2013) were used as the first window to perform the estimation and the uncertainty set. The last 100 observations (14/01/2013 to 29/12/2014) referred to the out-of-sample period and were used for the ex-post effectiveness analysis. 
Research Methodology
For an empirical analysis, several parameters have to be set. Firstly, for robust portfolio estimation, a translated biweight function is used as the loss function and the breakdown point is set at 45%. Meanwhile, in robust portfolio optimization, an important question is how to determine the uncertainty sets. The value α determines the most extreme parameter values that are still included in the uncertainty sets. The smaller α is, the larger an uncertainty set will be, and thus the greater the worst-case estimation errors will be. Hence, α can be interpreted as a parameter that captures the investor's tolerance for estimation errors (Fastrich & Winker, 2009) . Therefore, to measure the level of sensitivity of the Rob.Opt model, set α = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20. Use the rolling-horizon procedure to compute the out-of-sample performance measures. This procedure has been implemented similarly as in DeMiguel and Nogales (2009) . First, chose the window T = 260 to perform the estimation and the uncertainty sets. Second, using the return data in the estimation window, compute some optimal portfolio policies according to each strategy (classical portfolio, robust portfolio estimation, and robust portfolio optimization). Third, repeat the rolling-window procedure for the next month by including the four data points for the new date and dropping the four data points for the earliest period of the estimation window (we assumed that investors would rebalance their portfolios every one month). Continue this until the end of the dataset is reached. Therefore, at the end there is a time series of 25 portfolio weight vectors for each of the portfolios considered in the analysis.
The out-of-sample performance of each strategy was evaluated according to the following statistics: mean return, risk, Sharpe ratio, and portfolio turnover. Holding the portfolio s t w for one trading period gave the following out-of-sample excess return at time t + 1, that is where w j,t is the portfolio weight in asset j at time t + 1 but before rebalancing and w j,t+1 is the desired portfolio weight in asset j at time t + 1. Therefore, the portfolio turnover is a measure of the variability in the portfolio holdings and can indirectly indicate the magnitude if the transaction costs associated to each strategy. Clearly, the smaller the turnover, the smaller the transaction costs associated to the implementation of the strategy.
Research Hypothesis
The research hypothesis is that the appropriate application of robust strategies in the construction of mean-variance portfolios allows the achievement of better investment results (measured with mean return and risk) in comparison to classical portfolios (benchmark). Hence, it is verified whether the given method allows one to obtain higher mean return compared to the classical method using the Wilcoxon signed rank test at significance level of 5%. Similarly, it is examined whether the robust methods will have lower risk (measured by standard deviation) compared to the classical method (see Kaszuba, 2013) .
Results of Empirical Study
In the ninth column of Table 2 , it can be observed that most of the return data were not normally distributed except AKRA, INTP, and UNVR. Also, UNVR had the best performance for having the highest mean return and the lowest risk (measured by standard deviation) compared to other stocks.
Presented in Table 3 are the out-of-sample performance of the classical and all robust approaches for each time window win in which the former serves as a benchmark. The results presented in Table 3 concern only portfolios for which risk aversion is equal to 10. Other risk aversion parameters were tested, such as γ = 1, 100, and 1000; the summary of these results are presented in Table 4 .
It can be seen that the mean returns are higher in all seven robust approaches compared to the classical approach. An examination in the out-of-sample performance of portfolio returns indicated that the highest mean returns are obtained by robust portfolio estimation generated using CM-estimators (as presented in Table 3 ). Also, it can be seen that MVE portfolios obtained higher Sharpe ratio than the ones obtained with the classical or other robust approaches. Whereas, in the context of risk, MCD generated using the fast algorithm exhibited the lowest risks. Meanwhile, MVE portfolios achieved the lowest turnover. Therefore, portfolio robust estimation (Rob.Est) created using a two-step approach (CM, S, MCD, and MVE portfolios) outperformed the classical approach for this case.
It can also be noticed that by analyzing the performance of Rob.Opt portfolios one can observe that increasing the investors' tolerance for estimation error α can decrease the performance of all out-of-sample for this portfolios.
Presented in Table 4 are the out-of-sample performance's portfolio, i.e., mean returns ( ŝ  ), risk ( ŝ  ), Sharp Ratio (SR), and portfolio turnover (TO) at a number of different risk aversions, as well as different p-values of the Wilcoxon test for differences between the portfolios returns calculated with the given method and classical portfolios. The presented p-values for Wilcoxon test for observation pairs allows us to see whether the average weekly returns for the investigated portfolios were significantly higher than the average returns for classical portfolios. An examination in the out-of-sample performance of portfolio returns indicated that the highest mean returns were obtained by robust portfolios. Of the robust approaches, portfolios generated with CM-estimators achieved the higher mean returns at γ = 1 and 10. Meanwhile, Rob.Opt portfolios obtained higher mean returns at γ = 100 and 1000. The corresponding results for the portfolio risk showed that the Rob.Est portfolios were better than two portfolio approaches (i.e. classical and Rob.Opt). The lowest portfolio risk was achieved by Rob.Est in the majority of the scenarios (γ = 10, 100 and 1000). The research demonstrated that portfolios generated with MCD and MVE achieved a lower portfolio risk compared to S-and CM-estimators. Therefore, it is obvious if the largest Sharpe ratios are obtained by Rob.Est in all cases.
Comparing portfolio turnover values, one can observe that for all portfolios, increasing the risk aversion value from 1 to 1000 has caused these values to decrease. Portfolios created using robust estimators (CM and S) had the lowest turnover except at γ = 1.
An empirical study using the real market data indicated that, for all robust portfolios with robust estimation and robust optimization on portfolio weights, there were statistically significant improvements in the risk. The classical portfolios were characterized by a much higher risk than robust portfolios. However, in the context of mean return, the difference in performances between robust techniques and classical techniques did not seem to be statistically significant (p-value > 0.05), the robust estimation techniques were able to deliver more stability in the portfolio weights in comparison to the classical approach. The main implication of this finding is that, if we assume equal performance across techniques, investors will be better off by choosing a strategy that does not require any radical changes in the portfolio composition over time. These substantial changes in portfolio composition are rather difficult to be implemented in practice due to (i) management costs; and (ii) negative cognitive aspects perceived by investors and/or investment managers (see Santos, 2010) .
Because the aim was to examine portfolios regarding their robustness properties, a small turnover indicates the stability of portfolio, which means it is more robust. From the point of view of an investor, the stability of weights in a portfolio constructed by them throughout the entire duration of the investment is a significant element. In this case, as seen in Table 4 , the smallest turnover is achieved by Rob.Est. These findings are corroborated by the visual inspection of Figure 1 and Figure 2 , which show the time-varying portfolio weights and boxplots of each portfolio technique. Plotted in Figure 1 are the time-varying portfolio weights for the classical portfolio, robust portfolio optimization (right column of graphs), and robust portfolio estimation (left column of graphs) at risk aversion is equal to 10. All of the eight graphs map the time window win on the x-coordinate, while the ycoordinate maps the portfolio weights. Other risk aversion parameters were tested, such as γ = 1, 100, and 1000, but the insights from the results were similar, and thus the results are presented only for the case γ = 10.
It can be seen that Figure 1 corroborates the main findings by showing the high instability associated to the time-varying portfolio weights (compositions) of classic and Rob.Opt in contrast to the relative stability in the composition of Rob.Est. Figure 2 gives the boxplots of the portfolio weights of classical portfolio, robust portfolio estimation, and robust portfolio optimization for the case of γ = 10.
Each graph in Figure 2 contains 20 boxplots corresponding to each of the twenty assets (for detail, see Table 1 ). Finally, the box for each portfolio weight has lines at the 25 th , 50 th , and 75 th percentile values of the portfolio weights. The whiskers are lines extending from each end of the boxes to show the extent of the rest of the data. Extreme portfolio weights that have values beyond the whiskers are also depicted (as indicated by the white circles). We have tested other risk aversion parameters, such as γ = 1, 100 and 1000, but the insights from the results were similar and thus the results are presented only for the case γ = 10.
It can be observed from Figure 2 that the mean-variance portfolios (classical and Rob.Opt) are much more unstable than the Rob.Est portfolios. For instance, for γ = 10, it can be seen that the Rob.Opt portfolios generated using α = 5% concentrate the allocation in only five assets of twenty available, and the allocation between these five assets radically changed in the period analyzed (see the second row of the second column in Figure 2 ). This is reflected in the high portfolio turnover as achieved by Rob.Opt (2.0235). As in the previous strategy, the changes in the portfolio weights associated to the Rob.Est were more stable over time since it produced little turnover.
A further step in the analysis was to check which observations are considered outliers and were responsible for this instability of the portfolios. To do so, we used a diagnostic tool called Mahalanobis distance. Briefly, the Mahalanobis distance can identify which observations are quite far from the bulk of data to be considered outliers (Werner, 2003) . Figure 3 shows the Mahalanobis distances of data using classical estimators in panel (a) and MCD estimators in panel (b) . It is found that both pictures exhibited extreme return observations compared to the majority. They were detected to have a very strong influence on the classical estimates of the optimal portfolio weights (compositions). In short, it has been found that the outlying observations in the data have a strong influence on the composition of the resulting optimal portfolios.
In summary, the robust techniques lead to an improvement compared to the classical approach. Of the robust approaches, the robust estimation clearly outperforms the robust optimization approach. This improvement is possible due to the properties of robust estimator, which is not influenced by the presence of outliers.
Conclusion
In this work, two different robust techniques, robust estimation and robust optimization, have been empirically tested and compared with a classical approach. From the results presented in the previous section, some important implications for investment decisions based on portfolio selection policies can be pointed out.
Based on an empirical analysis, it is shown that the robust portfolio estimation (Rob.Est) significantly outperformed the classical portfolio and robust portfolio optimization in terms of out-of-sample performance, i.e. mean excess return, risk, Sharpe ratio, and portfolio turnover, in the majority of the scenarios. The portfolio compositions of Rob.Est are shown to be more stable and consequently lead to a reduction of the transaction cost. This is simply because robustly estimated parameters will be closer to the true parameter values when there are some extreme observations (outliers) than their classical counterparts. Meanwhile, the portfolio compositions of Rob.Opt are heavily biased as this method works on a worst-case approach, so it can be detrimentally influenced by outliers in the data Therefore, in this case, of the robust approaches the robust estimation clearly outperforms the robust optimization approach. In future research, the robust estimation should be combined with robust optimization in the formation of the optimal portfolio.
